Street, Script and Synthetic:
Addictive and Deadly

This class will focus on today’s most abused substances; where they
come from, what they look like and how their potent effects are killing
individuals and devastating families. Yet, the biggest impact is usually
felt on the rest of society… as drug use is not a victimless crime. An in depth discussion on
loopholes in the law, lack of knowledge, limited resources and how low public expectations are
impacting communities on a larger scale will be addressed.

THE
COURSE

Drugs are not just illegal substances abused on the streets. Today designer research chemicals
from labs in Southeast Asia exist and here in the US people are attempting to duplicate them
in their own backyards. Synthetics are constantly evolving and we are behind in detection and
treatment. Even the marijuana of today is chemically altered with butane or disguised in edibles;
both new and powerful. We still have our illegal and popular drugs of heroin, methamphetamine,
cocaine and ecstasy but now they are more potent and widespread than ever. Then we have the
most dangerous drugs… the legal ones. Prescription drugs, alcohol and the act of smoking and
vaping are driving our drug death rates up every year. The US is seeing more people dead from
drugs than firearms, falls and car crashes.
Attend this class for the updates, outcomes and resources. Most importantly, attend to challenge
your thinking and take action to change these trends.
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In an ever changing world of substance
abuse, the role of the PIO is to inform the
public, first responders and corporate
offices (etc.) via media and trainings
about new drugs, risks to use and
exposure, and provide resources for help
on care and addiction
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